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ON THE GENERIC STRUCTURE OF COHOMOLOGY

MODULES FOR SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRAIC GROUPS

HENNING HAAHR ANDERSEN1

Abstract. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group over a field of positive

characteristic. Denote by B a Borel subgroup. Our main result says that generically

the cohomology modules for line bundles on G/B have simple socles and simple

heads, and we identify the corresponding highest weights. As one of the conse-

quences we discover a certain symmetry among extensions of simple modules for G.

In this paper we continue the study of the module structure of the cohomology

groups H'(X) = H'(G/B, 2(A)) for G a semisimple algebraic group over a field of

positive characteristic p, B a Borel subgroup of G and 2(A) the line bundle on G/B

induced by the character À of B. For earlier work on various aspects of this question

seee.g.[l]-[4],[7],[9],[ll]-[13].

Here we will consider the case where À is generic, i.e. lies far away from the walls

of the Weyl chamber containing it (see §2.1 for the precise condition). In this case

H'(X) is nonzero in exactly one degree. Our main result, Theorem 2.2, says that this

nonzero cohomology module has simple socle and simple head. For À dominant it is

a classical result that H°(X) has simple socle. The first nondominant case was

treated in [2] where we proved that Hl(X) also always has a simple socle. It should

likewise be mentioned that J. C. Jantzen has proved that Weyl modules (which may

be identified with HN(X), N = dimG/B) in the generic case have simple socles [12,

6.3] and that J. E. Humphreys in [10] has formulated conjectures which suggest that

for A generic, H'(X) has the same module structure as a Weyl module. Recently,

Doty and Sullivan have announced results which include special cases of our result

(see their forthcoming paper [8]).

To formulate some of the consequences of our main theorem, we need a little

more notation. We set W equal to the Weyl group of G relative to a maximal torus T

in B. For w G W we denote by l(w) the length of w and if À is a generic dominant

weight, then we let L(\w) be the simple G-module which by our theorem occurs as

the socle of Hl(w\w ■ A).

It follows easily (see §2.4) from our proof that for any y, w e W the simple

module L(XW) occurs exactly once as a composition factor of Hl(y)(y • A) and this

allows us to prove (see Proposition 2.4) that up to scalar there exists a unique
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nonzero homomorphism between Hl(w)(w • A) and Hl{y)(y ■ A). In the case where

A is located in the lowest p2-alcove we are moreover able to determine the filtration

level of L(XW) in HKy)(y ■ A) with respect to the filtration constructed in [4] (see

Proposition 2.7 below).

Another application of our method is to the question of extensions between simple

G-modules. Here we discover a certain symmetry with respect to the Weyl group (see

Theorem 3.6). Finally in the last section we consider the relations between the above

homomorphisms HHyv)(w • A) -» H,(y)(y • A) and homomorphisms between

cohomology modules of the same degree but associated to weights in adjacent

alcoves.

Our technique is to take advantage of the infinitesimal subgroup schemes Gr of G

(the kernels of the powers of the Frobenius homomorphism on G). We study

induction from B to G and its derived functors by first inducing from B to the

subgroup scheme BGr and then to G. This technique was used by E. Cline, B.

Parshall and L. Scott in [7] and in particular the results in the appendix of [7] are

closely related to some of our results here.

I should like to thank E. Cline and J. E. Humphreys for valuable discussions on

the topics treated in this paper. I also gratefully acknowledge the hospitality of the

Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, where the work on this paper was done.

1. Preliminaries. In this section we start by fixing the notation and we then recall

some properties of induced modules. We also give some estimates on the weights of

the G„ß-modules induced from characters of B which we shall need later on.

Finally, we define the weights X" mentioned in the introduction and examine some

of their properties.

1.1. The following notation will be used throughout the paper.

By k we denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. We assume

that the connected semisimple algebraic group G over k is simply connected. The

character group of the maximal torus T in B is denoted X(T) and in the root

system R c X(T) associated to (G, T) we choose, as usual, the set of positive roots

R+ such that B corresponds to R_= ~R + . We let S denote the set of simple roots

and the Weyl group W is then generated by the reflections sa, a G S. (Alternatively

W = NC(T)/T.) On W we have the length function / and we let w0 denote the

element of maximal length.

We set p equal to half the sum of the positive roots or equivalently p = T.ß^sUß,

where uß denotes the fundamental weight associated to ß g S. Then the "dot"

action of W-'on X(T) is given by w ■ A = w(X + p) - p, A g X(T), w g W.

If R is indecomposable we let ct0 denote the highest short root and we set

h = (aly p) + 1 (the Coxeter number). In general we let h denote the maximum of

the Coxeter numbers of the indecomposable components of R.

Fix n > 0 and set q = p". The set of ^-restricted weights is

Xn(T) = (A G X(T)\0 < <a'',A> < q for all a G S}.

Then Xn(T) is a subset of the set of dominant weights

X(T)+= {A G X(r)|<a",A> > Oforall a g S}.
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We also define the lowest ^-alcove and its closure

C„= {\f=X(T)+\(aB,\ + p> < q for all a G R+),

respectively

~Cn = (A g X(T)|0< <a\A + p> <^forall«GJR + }.

Any element A g X(T) has a unique decomposition of the form A = A0 + ^A1

with A0 g Xn(T) and A1 G X{T). Throughout this paper upper indices 0 and 1 on a

weight always refer to this decomposition.

When V is a T-module and A g X(T) we let Vx denote the A-weight space of T in

V. We write

chV=     £    dimiyxG Z[X(T)]
X^X'T)

for the formal character of V.

If F is a module for an algebraic group scheme H and L is a simple //-module we

denote by [F:L] the composition factor multiplicity of L in V. This notion extends

to virtual representations. In the case where H = G this means to Z[X(T)]W.

Let F: G -» G denote the Frobenius homomorphism. We set Gx equal to the

(scheme-theoretic) kernel of F and, more generally, Gn equal to the kernel of F".

Similarly we have the subgroup schemes Tn, Bn,... of T, B,_

If F is a G-module given by the homomorphism r\: G -* GL(F), then we denote

by V(n) the G-module given by v ° F". Note that F equals Vjn) for some G-module

V1 if and only if t)(Gn) = 1, i.e. G„ operates trivially on V. Again similar notation is

used for T, B,...-modules.

1.2. When H is a closed subgroup of G and E is an //-module we have the

induced G-module Ind^/s which together with the natural //-homomorphism Eu:

Ind^£ -» E satisfy Frobenius reciprocity

(1) HomG(F,Ind££) ^Hom„(F, E)

for all G-modules V. Here the map takes / G Homc(F, Ind^i?) into Ev ° /.

We also have the so-called tensor identity

(2) Ind£(F ® E) = V ® Ind^£.

The functor Ind^ from rational //-modules to rational G-modules has right

derived functors //'(G//7, -), i > 0. When H = B we write //'(-) = H\G/B, -).

Of particular importance are the G-modules //'(A), where A g X(T) is consid-

ered a ß-module via the natural homomorphism B -> T. Recall that

(3) //°(A)*0   if and only if    AgX(T) + .

For A g X(T)+, H°(X) contains a unique simple submodule

(4) ¿(A) and in this way X(T)+ parametrizes all simple G-

modules.
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1.3. The concept of induction in §1.2 generalizes to subgroup schemes with all

formal properties (e.g. (1) and (2) in §1.2) preserved. In particular we shall consider

induction from Bn to G„, respectively B to G„B. Here we use the notation

Z„(E) = Ind% E,   respectively Z„(E) = Ind%'B E,

where £ is a ^„-module, respectively a fi-module. When £ is a 5-module we have

Z„(E)=Z„(E)\Cn.

Note that since GJBn = GnB/B is affine, both functors Z„ and Zn are exact so

that we do not have any derived functors.

Again the modules ¿„(A), A g X(T), are of particular importance. We shall need

the following properties (see [7 or 12]), valid for all A g X(T)

(1) È„(\)~ÉH(\°)9q\\

The G„5-module ¿„(A) contains a unique simple submodule

(2) ^„(A) and in this way X(T) parametrizes the isomorphism

classes of simple G„5-modules.

(3) L„(A) - L(X°j ® q\\

(4) Zn((q - l)p) = Ln((q - l)p) = L((q - l)p).

This module is called the nth Steinberg module and alternatively denoted St„.

(5) chZn(X) = chStnex-(il)f>.

(6) Z„(X)* « Z„(2(i - l)p - A).

1.4. In analogy with Jantzen, e.g. [12, 5.1], we say that a filtration of a GnB-

module V,

0 = V0 c Vl c • • • c Vr = V,

is a ¿„-filtration if there exists A, g X(T) such that Vi/Vi_1 - Z„(A,), i = 1,..., r.

When V possesses such a filtration we set

[V:Zn(X)] = #{i\Vi/V,_l = Z„(X)}

for all A g X(T). The exactness of Z„ and the tensor identity (the analogue of

1.2(2)) show immediately

If V has a ¿„-filtration so has V ® V for any G„/?-module

(1) F'and[F® V':Z„(\)]=    I    [V:Zn(v)\dimV'x_„.
veXCT)

1.5. Let A g A'„(T). In the following we shall assume that there exists a G-

summand Ô„(A) of St„ ® L((q — l)p + w0(A)) such that L(X) is the only simple

G„-submodule of Q„(X). This is known to hold for p > 2(h - 1) (see [12, Corollary

4.5]).

For general A g X(T) we set

¿„(A) = ß„(A°) ® «X1.
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Then Ô„(A) is a G„/?-module which contains L„(A) as its only simple G„£-submod-

ule. Being a direct summand of St„ ® L((q - l)p + w0(A0)) ® gA1 it follows from

1.4(1) that

(1) Ö„(A) has a ¿„-filtration.

Since St„ is injective as a G„T-module so is <2„(A) and it is then easy to derive the

following reciprocity law

(2) [Qn(X):Zn(p)] = [Zn(u):Ln(X)]    for all M-

1.6. As Ind£ B ° ¿„ = Indg and as ¿„ is exact and takes injective 5-modules into

injective G„£-modules we get

(1) H'(E) = H'(G/GnB,Zn(E))

for all 5-modules E.
F

If E is a 5-module, then E{n) is a G„5-module (via the composite GnB -» B -*

GL(E)). As G„ acts trivially on E(n) it will also act trivially on Indg B(£(n>), i.e.

there exists a G-module V such that Indg B(£(n>) = V(n). We claim that"v = Ind^ £.

To see this it is enough to prove that V has the right universal property. So let Vl be

another G-module. Then we have

HomciX.K) = Homc/Cn(F/"\F<">) = Hom^^'Und^ (£<">))

= Hom^F/"»,^"») - Hom^.E).

It follows easily that we have the same relation between the derived functors, i.e.

(2) H'(G/G„B, E(n)) = H¡(E)(n)

for all / > 0 and all fi-modules £. This result was proved by Cline, Parshall and

Scott in a more general context (see [6, 4.3]).

1.7. Lemma. Let A g X(T). The weights v o/¿„(A) satisfy the inequalities

\(cxv,X -(vl + p)>| < 2(h - 1)    for all a e R.

Proof. Assume that R is indecomposable and let aQ denote the largest short root.

By 1.3(5) we see that v is a weight of ¿„(A) if and only if v — X + (q — \)p is a

weight of St„. Now any weight p of St„ satisfies

max {|<a",u.> |} = max (\(aB, w(ju)> |)

= (a'oMfl)) < (a»0,(q - l)p> = (q - l)(h - 1).

Here w is the element of W for which w(p) g X(T)+. Using this we find

\(a",v -X+(q- l)p>| =|(«l>°- A°> + q(a\pl + p - A1) - <«[',p>|

< (4-1)(A-1).

As i»0, A0 g Xn(T) we have \(av,v° - A°)| < (ag, (q - l)p> = (q - l)(h - 1).

Also |(a", p)| ^ h — 1 so the above inequality gives

q\(a",vl + p- A1)) < 2(q- \)(h - 1) + h - 1 < 2q(h - 1).
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1.8. Let A g X„(T). For each w g W we let Xw g X(T) be determined by the

requirement qXw + w ■ X g Xn(T). This means that if we let nxa be given by

n\q < (a", A + p> < (w* + \)q for a G Ä, then

(!) x* = - L  nl-\ß)Uß-
ßeS

In fact, if Aw is defined by (1), then we get that (ßv,qXw + w ■ A) = -<?«*-i(/8) +

(w-1^)0. A + p> - 1 lies between 0 and q - 1 for each ¿8 g 5.

If A g X(T) we set Xw = qX°w + w ■ Xo + q(Xl + w"1 • (-X0W)). Note that we can

write this also as Xw = (w ■ A)0 + qw'1 ■ ((w ■ A)1). We shall need the following

properties of Aw.

Lemma. With the above notation we have for all X G X(T) and all w g W

(i) \(a",X°w)\ < 2(h - 1) for all a G R.

(Ü) |(o°, p - A°w>| < l(h - 1) for all a g R.

(iii) -w0((-h>0(A°)U = A°TO.

(iv)-H>0((H>0(A)n = A".

Proof. We assume that R is indecomposable. To prove (i) note that for any

a g R we have

|«<5< + w(A° + p))| < (aD0,qX°w + w(X° + p)> < <ag>9p> = 9(A - 1)

and hence

í|<a»,X<5r>|<í(A-l)+|<«»,w(X0 + p)>|

^ q(h - I) + (a"0,X° + p) ^ 2q(h - I).

A completely analogous argument proves (ii). Now for (hi) we have to show that

-ÇWoCC'^oiA0))»,) + w0ww0 ■ A g Xn{T). As -w0 maps X„(T) into itself this is

equivalent to showing that q(-w0(X°))w - w0(w0ww0 ■ A) g Xn(T). But

-w0(w0ww0 ■ A) = -ww0(A° + p) - p = w -(-w0(A0))

and by definition of -w^A0),, we have ^(-WoCA0))^ + w ■ (-w0(A0)) G Xn(T). Fi-

nally this also easily gives (iv) because by (iii) we have

ro-o = -<pv0((-w0(A0)) J + w0ww0 ■ Xo + q(X' + w0w~lwQ ■ (w0((-w0(X0)) J))

= -w0{q(-w0(X°))w) + w .(-w0(A0)) + «(-^(A1) + w"1 -(-(-^(A0)) J).

2. On the generic structure of cohomology modules. In this section we shall show

that for certain dominant weights A the cohomology modules H"-w)(w ■ A), w g W,

all have simple G-socles. In fact, we determine the G„-socles of these modules. We

also show that for the same values of A we have \iomc(Hl(y\y ■ A), H'(w\w ■ A))

= k for all v, w g W and that the socle of H'iw)(w • A) is realized as the image of

the homomorphism Hl(-W°w)(w0w ■ A) -» Hl(w)(w ■ A). This allows us to determine

the filtration level (with respect to the filtration defined in [4]) of the corresponding

composition factor of Hl(y)(y • A).

2.1. Let A G X(T)+. We call A generic if the following condition is satisfied

(1) 6(h - 1) < (a",Xl) <p - 6(/i - 1)    for all a G R + .
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Note that generic weights exist only for p > 12(h - 1).

It should be pointed out that this concept is not exactly the same as the

corresponding one used in [3, p. 11] nor the one used in the appendix of [7]. The

following proposition which is a reformulation of Proposition A.l(b) in [7] shows,

however, that generic in the above sense implies generic in the sense of both [3] and

in
Proposition (Cline, Parshall, Scott [7]). Let A g X(T)+ be generic. Then for

each w G W we have

H'(w-X) = 0   fori±l(w)

and

[H'^(w ■ X):L(„)] = [Zn(w ■ X):Ln(v° + qw ■ v1)}

for all y g X(T)+.

Proof. Let w g W and suppose /' =#= l(w). By 1.6(1) we have H'(w ■ A) =

H'(G/GnB, Zn(w ■ A)). Hence clearly H\w • A) = 0 if H'(G/G„B, L„{v)) = 0 for

all v G X(T) with [¿„(w ■ A) : Ln(v)] # 0. Now by 1.6(2) and the tensor identity we

have H'(G/G„B, Ln(v)) = L(v°) ® »'(r1)00 and so we have to Prove that ^V)

= 0 for all v as above. This will follow if we can show that v1 g w ■ Cx. But v is

certainly a weight of Zn(w ■ A) and so by Lemma 1.7 we have

\{av,(w-X)1 -(v1 + p)>| <2(h- 1)    forallaG/?.

As (w ■ A)1 = ^(A1) - X°w we get for all a g R

|<a",iv-V + p)>| =\(w(a)v,j>1 + p)\<2(h- 1) - | (w(a)v, w(X') - X°w)\

<2(A - 1) +|<«",A1>| +|<w(a)"X>| < p.

Here the last inequality uses that A is generic and that \(w(a)v, A°w)| < 2(h - 1) by

Lemma 1.8(i). Similarly, we get (a", w'1^1 + p)) > 0 for all a g R+ by using that

(av, A1) > 4(h - 1). Thus we have proved v1 g w ■ Cx and this concludes the proof

of the first statement in this proposition.

The above reasoning also shows that if we apply ///<w)(G/G„fi, -) to a composi-

tion series for Zn(w ■ A), then we get a filtration of Hl(w)(w ■ A) whose factors are

H'iw\G/GnB, L„(p)) = L(v°) ® H'^\vlyn\ For all v in question the above shows

that v1 g w • Cx and hence Hl<-V\vl) « H°(w~1 ■ v1) = L{w~l ■ v1). Thus

Hl(w)(G/GnB, -) takes a G„5-composition series for Zn(w ■ A) into a G-composition

series for Hl(K\w ■ A).

Remark. The proof shows that for this proposition we could replace 6 by 4 in

condition (1). However, some of the following results require a 6 and we have chosen

to stick to this uniform condition throughout.

2.2. When M is a module for an algebraic group scheme H we denote by SocH M

the //-socle of M, i.e. Socw M is the direct sum of all the simple //-submodules of

M. By HdfjM we denote the head of M, i.e. the direct sum of all the simple

//-quotients of M.
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From the proof of Proposition 2.1 we see that for A generic L(XW) »

HHw)(G/GnB, Ln(w ■ A)) is contained in Socc///(w)(w • A) for all welf.We shall

now prove that in fact equality holds.

Theorem. Let X g X(T)+ be generic. Then for all w G W we have

SocGHnw)(w - A) = L(XW) = Socc///(,v)(w • A)

and

HdG Hl{w)(w ■ X) = L(XW«W) = HdGHl(w)(w ■ A).

Proof. Let w g W. From §1.5 it follows immediately that ¿,,(w -A) is a

G„Ä-submodule of Q„(w ■ X) and that the quotient Q„(w • X)/Zn(w ■ A) has a

¿„-filtration with Zn(u) occurring [Zn(u):Ln(w ■ A)] times, a # w • X. Suppose

now [Zn(p):Ln(w ■ A)] 4= 0 and let Ln(v) be a composition factor of Zn(u). We

shall show that i*1 G w ■ Cv Then H'(p.) = H'{G/GnB, Zn(p)) = 0 for i * l(w) by

the arguments in the proof of Proposition 2.1.

Using Lemma 1.7 we get

<a'\ vl + p> = (aV1 + p- ju1) + (a1',^ -(w A)1 - p) + <a",(w A)1 + p>

< 4(/i - 1) + (a",(w- A)1 + p)

and similarly the same expression has absolute value

>|(a",(wA)1 + p>|-4(/i-l).

Now (w ■ A)1 = h^A1) — A0W and as A is generic, we have that (a",(w ■ A)1 + p) =

(w~1(a), A1) + (av, p - A°w> lies between 4(/i - 1) and p - 4(/z - 1) (see Lemma

1.8(H)) for all a with w-1(a) g R+. Combined with the above, this shows v1 g w ■ Cv

In particular we get from this that H"-W)-\G/G„B, Q„(w ■ X)/Zn(w • A)) = 0 so

that we have an inclusion

H'^(w ■ X) = H'^(G/GnB, Z„(w • A)) c H'^(G/GnB,Qn(w ■ A)).

Using the fact Q,,(w ■ A) = Q„((w ■ A)0) ® q(w ■ A)1, the tensor identity and the

isomorphism 1.6(2) we find

H^(G/G„B,Qn(w ■ A)) = Qn{(w ■ A)°) ® H^{(w • A)1)*"».

As we have seen before

H'W((w ■ A)1) = //ofw-1 -((w • A)1)) = l(w~1 -((w ■ A)1))

and since the G„-socle of Q„((w ■ A)0) is L((tv ■ A)0) we see

SocCn//^»(G/G„ß,ö„(w • A)) = L{(w ■ A)0) ® ¿(w"1 -(w ■ A)1)'"' = L(A").

This proves the first assertion in the theorem. The second then also follows because

by Serre duality we have

H'^(w ■ A)* = HN~'^(-w • A - 2p) = HN~^(ww0-(-w0(X)))
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and therefore

HdG(HHw)(w • A)) = (Socc //'<">(w • *)*)*

= {SocGiiHN-^(ww0.(-w0(X))))*

= L((-w0(X)y«°)* = L{-wQ((-w0(X))-°)) = L(X^),

where the last equality follows from Lemma 1.8(iv).

2.3. The examples we have worked out (for rank 2 groups) indicate that the

condition on A in 2.2 is stronger than necessary. However, the vanishing behaviour

of H'(w • A) is not known in general and that makes it hard to avoid some sort of

genericity condition. Also some condition on A is necessary. For instance, examples

are known (e.g. type A3 and B2) where Weyl modules (HN(w0 • A)) have nonsimple

G-socle. The example in [1] of a decomposable cohomology module could likewise be

mentioned. In the first statement of Theorem 2.2 a minimum requirement is of

course that A" g X(T)+. If l(w) < 1, then this holds for all A g X(T)+ and in this

case the statement is in fact true, in general (see [2]).

2.4. Let A g X(T)+ and w g W. Then by [12, Satz 3.2(2)] we have

(1) [¿„(A):L„(A»)] = [Zn(w ■ X):Ln(w • A)] = 1.

Hence Proposition 2.1 shows that for A generic we have for all y, w G W

(2) \H'^(yX):L(XK)) = [h'^(w ■ X):L(X")\ = 1

(the first equality is a consequence of the fact that £,(-l)'ch//'(y ■ a) is indepen-

dent of y g W for all a G X(T)).

We shall now use this to prove

Proposition. Let n = 1 and let A g X(T) + be generic. Then for ally, w g W we

have

HomG(Hl(y)(y ■ A), H'<w)(w ■ A)) = k.

More precisely, the G-homomorphism T   -i: Hl(y\y • A) —> H"-W^(w ■ X) {see 4.3 in

[4]) is nonzero and up to scalar the only such homomorphism.

Proof. Observe first that if M is a G-module with simple socle L, then for any

G-module N we have dim Hornc(N, M) < [N:L]. This observation combined with

(2) shows that we only have to prove that T  -\ =£ 0.

Let w0 = Sß • ■ ■ Sß be a reduced expression for w0 such that sß ■ ■ ■ sß = wy'1

for some ;. Then the homomorphism Tw : ///(v)( v • A) -» HN~l(y)(w0y ■ A) factors

through TW¥-r. Hl{y\y ■ X) -> Hl(K\w -°A). As Tw¡¡ is independent of the reduced

expression [4, 4.3] we also have the following commutative diagram

#'<»(y ■ A) -   ^-^ HN-'M(w0y ■ X)

H°(X) - HN(w0-X)
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By [4, 4.4] we know that Ty-i : Hl(y\y ■ A) -» H°(X) is nonzero. Hence by Theorem

2.2 we have [lmTy-i :L(Xw°y)] * 0. If TWoy * 0, then (again by Theorem 2.2) we see

that [Im Tw v : L(Xw°y)] ^ 0. The multiplicity 1 statement in (2) therefore implies that

[Im(TWoy ° Ty-i) : L(AW°')] ¥> 0. Thus it suffices to prove that Tw¡¡y * 0. The right-hand

side of the above diagram shows that it even suffices to verify that Tw :H°(X) -»

HN(w0 • A) is nonzero. But its kernel is //°(A)1 so we want to show H°(X)0 =

H°(X)/H0(X)X * 0. By [4, Proposition 4.6(i)] we have //°(A)0 = HN(w0 ■ X)m,

where m = Eß(E R (1 - vp{(ß", X + p))) and Bemerkung 1 in 6.8 of [12] tells us that

# Vo ■ *)„ * o.+
Remark. Only the last line of the proof uses that n = 1. It seems likely that the

proposition holds for all n.

2.5. In [3] we gave a formula for the character of the image of the natural map

H'(s-y\say ■ A) -+ HKy\y ■ A) for y g W, a g S and A "generic" in the lowest

p2-alcove (we only considered the case where l(sa v) > /( v)). We shall now give

another proof of this result and thereby characterize the image in a way which allows

us in §4 to compare it with the image of a homomorphism between cohomology

modules of the same degree.

Let n = 1 and let A g X(T) + be generic. Following Humphreys [10] we define

C„(X)= Ex(i.^ + «P«)    foraGÄ + .

Here the sum runs over all m with 0 < mp < (a", X + p) and x(rO =

E(-l)'ch H'(n) for a g X(T).

If a g S we let Pa denote the minimal parabolic subgroup containing B associ-

ated with a. We write //¿(-) = H'{PJB, -) and if p. g X(T) with (a", jn> > 0 we

set La(u) equal to the irreducible P„-module with highest weight p.

With this notation we have

Proposition. Let n = 1 and let X be generic. Suppose w G W, a G 5 such that p

does not divide (a",w(X + p)). Then the image of the natural homomorphism

Hl(s-W)(saw ■ A) -► ///(w)(k> • A) equals H'(w\La(w ■ A)) if w~\a) G R+, respec-

tively Hl(s"w){La(w ■ A + apa)), where a = max(w | mp < (a", saw(X + p))} if

w'x(a) G R_. The formal character of the image is x(A) - Cw-^a)(X) ifw'l(a) G R+,

respectively C_w-i(a)(A) ifw'x{a) G R_.

Proof. Consider first the case where w-1(a) g R+, i.e. (a", w(A + p)> =

(w'\a)v, A + p> > 0. Then the homomorphism Hl<-S-W)(saw ■ X) -» ///(M,)(w • A) is

obtained by applying //'<w)(-) to the /'„-homomorphism Hl(saw ■ X) -» //°(w ■ A).

This last homomorphism gives rise to the following two short exact sequences of

^-modules

0 - L„(A') - Hl(saw ■ A) -» La(w • A) - 0,

0 - La(w • A)-//a> • A) - L„(A') - 0,

where A' = i^vv • A + èpa, è = max{w|wp < (w~\a)v, A + p>}. As A is generic

we have by Proposition 2.1

H\Hl(saw ■ A)) » Hi+l(saw • A) = 0   for i * /(w)
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and

H'(H¡[(w • A)) = H'(w • A) = 0   for i * l(w).

Hence the first sequence in (1) gives

(2) HÍLa(w-X))^H' + 1(La(X'))    fori+l(w),!(w)-l

and we have the exact sequence

0 - lfW-*(-I.> ■ A)) - H'^(La(X')) - H'^\saw - A)

[ ' -» H'^(La(w ■ A)) -> ///("> + 1(£a(A')) -> 0.

Similarly, the second sequence in (1) gives

(4) H¡(La(X'))^W + 1(La(wX))    for i *l(w),l(w)-I

and the exact sequence

0 -» H'^~l(La(X')) -» H''^(La(w • A)) ¿* //'<">(* • A)

-» ///<w>(La(A')) -* //'(")+1(£„(h> • A)) -* 0.

Combining (2) and (4) we find

W(La(w • A)) = H> + 2(La(w ■ A)) = //'+4(L> ■ A)) - • • •     for / > l(w),

respectively

//'(£a(w • A)) = H,2(La(w ■ A)) = H'~\La(w ■ X)) = • ■ •     for i < /(w),

i.e. H\La{w ■ A)) = 0 for i # /(w). Hence also H\La(X')) = 0 for i * l(w) and

(3), respectively (5), reduces to the short exact sequence

0 -* ///<M,)(La(A')) -* H'^w)(saw • A) -♦ H'(w)(La(w ■ A)) -» 0,

respectively

0 - H'<^(La(w ■ A)) - #'<»>( w • A) -* H'^(La(X')) - 0.

This shows that the image of Hlis°w)(saw ■ X) -» Hliw\w ■ X) is indeed equal to

H'^\La{w ■ A)) and also that

chH'^(La(w ■ A)) = (-l),(w)i:(-l)'ch//'(La(iv • A)) = (-1)'™% x('),
t

where the last sum runs over the set of weights of La(w • A). But these weights are

saw ■ X + ia with i such that the binomial coefficient (<<*"•* x>) is not divisible by p.

Since x(saw ■ X + ia) = ~x(w ■ X - ia) it is easy to see that we have

(-l)'MZxW=(-l)'WE  x(wA-mp«)
m = 0

=  E  x(A-mp,v-1(«)) = x(A)-Cw-1(a)(A).
m = 0

This proves the proposition in the case where w_1(a) g R+. If w'1^) g R_ we use

the short exact /'„-sequences associated to the homomorphism H®(saw ■ X) -*

Hl(w " A) and proceed exactly as above. Alternatively one may use the fact that the
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sequence

Hl(w)(w • A) -» Hl(s-w){saw ■ X) -> ///<H'>(w ■ A)

is exact (see [4, Proposition 4.1]).

2.6. Recall that v g X(T) is called p-regular if p does not divide (al\ v + p) for

a g /?.

Corollary. Leí « = 1 and let X E: X(T) + be generic and p-regular. Then for all

a g R+, w g W we have

1     //w(a) G Ä_,

0    otherwise.

Proof. There exists ß g S, y g W such that a = v-1(ß). By Proposition 2.4 and

Theorem 2.2 the simple module £(AW) = HdGHN~l(w)(w0w ■ X) is a composition

factor of the image of the natural homomorphism Ts vw-^wy.Hl{w<¡w\w0w ■ A) -*

H"-sfy)(Sßy ■ A). If we compose this homomorphism with Ts :Hl(-'fy)(spy ■ A) -*

///(-y)( v • A), then we get the zero map if and only if l(yw~lw0) < l(spyw~lw0), i.e.

l(sßyw~l) < ¡(yw-1) or wy~\ß) = w(a) G R_ (see [4, 4.1 and 4.3]). Hence L( A") is

a composition factor of the image of Ts if and only if w(a) G R+. Conclusion by

Proposition 2.5.

2.7. In [4] we constructed filtrations of certain subquotients of the cohomology

modules H\p), u g X(T). For A generic this gives filtrations of all the modules

Hl(y)(y • A), v g W. As in [4] we denote the filtration levels by subscripts.

Proposition. Let n = 1 and let X be generic and p-regular. Then for all y, w g W

we have

[Hliy)(y -A)   :L(XW)\ = Í1     'fj =\ia G #+|sign v(a) = signw(a)} |,

lo    otherwise.

In particular [HN(w0 ■ \)j:L{Kw)] = [//°(A)A,_;:L(AM')] •# 0 if and only if j = l(w).

Proof. The sum formula [4, Theorem 4.10] takes by Proposition 2.1 the "generic"

form

E ChH'^(yxy= E c„(x)+   E   (x(x) -c.(x)),
j>\ neRt a<=R+\Rr

where we have set Rv = {a g R+\ y (a) g R_}. Hence by Corollary 2.6 we get

E [H'^(y ■ X)J: L(XW)\ = \RY n Ä J + |ä+\(äv U äw) |.
7>1

As the multiplicity of L(XW) in Hl(y)(y • A) is 1 this proves the proposition.

2.8. Let y,w <= Wand ß ^ S. Then

|{« g /?+|sign(s/3>'(a)) = signw(a)} |

(1)
= \{a G Ä+ I sign v(a) = signw(a)) | - signvvy_1(j8).

[Q(A):L(A")]
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Indeed, using the notation Rv from the proof of Proposition 2.7 we have that if

y~\ß) G R + , then RSßy = RyV {y'\ß)} and hence

(RSßynRw)u(R+\(RSßVURK))

'(RYnRK)u{R+\{Ry^Rw))^{y-l(ß)}

if wy-^ß) s R_,

' { (Ry n Rw) u(R+\(Ry U Rw Viy-'iß)}))

if wy-l(ß)^R + .

The case y~l{ß) g R_ follows by symmetry.

By Proposition 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 we see that L(XW) is a composition factor of

the image of TS/¡: Hl(sey)(sßy ■ A) -> Hlíy)( y ■ X) if and only if wy~\ß)ER+.

Hence combining (1) with Proposition 2.7 we obtain

Corollary. Let n = 1 and let X be generic and p-regular. Then for all y, w g W

and ß g 5 we have

L(XW) is a composition factor of the image of the natural

map H'(s»y\sßy ■ A) -+ HKy\y ■ X) if and only if the filtra-

tion  level of L(XW)   in  HKy)(y ■ X)   is  1   higher  than  in
Hl(sKy)(sßy ■ A).

Remark, (a) This corollary shows that Humphreys' conjecture [10, Conjecture

2.4(2)] holds for the "extremal" composition factors L(XW) of Hl(y)(y ■ A), w,

y g W.
(b) In the multiplicity free case, Proposition 2.5 allows us to determine the

composites of the homomorphisms between the cohomology modules H"-w)(w ■ A),

w g W. This was illustrated for type A 2 and B2 at the end of [3]. As was pointed out

to me by J. E. Humphreys some of the numbers in Figures 2(a)-(d) are, however,

not correctly placed (some of the 2's and 3's have been interchanged and in Figure

2(c) there is a missing alcove number).

3. Extensions. We shall now explore the relation between G„/?-extensions of

simple modules and the corresponding extensions between simple G-modules. The

idea is to use the result of Theorem 2.2 to see that certain G„/?-extensions give rise to

nonsplit G-extensions via the functors H'(G/GnB, -), i > 0.

3.1. Recall that if //' is a closed subgroup scheme of a group scheme H and £

(resp. £') is a representation of H (resp. //'), then we have a spectral sequence

(1) Ext'H(£, W(H/H', £')) => Ext£/(£, £')•

Also if //' is normal in //, then we have the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral

sequence

(2) Ext'^^Ext^^C)) =* Ext'„+;(,4 ® B,C)
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for any //-modules B, C with B finite dimensional and any /////'-module A. In

particular, in this case we have the 5-term exact sequence

(3)

0 -* Ex.t1H/fr(A,HomH.(B,C)) -* Ext^U 9 B,C)-* Hom„/w.(yl,ExtV(5,C))

-♦ Ext2H/H,(A,HomH,(B,C)) -» Ext^(^ 8 B,C).

3.2. Lemma. Let A, u g X(T). Then

W4l(x°),l(m0)®í/V-*H
ifp1-XleX(T) + ,

E<,(MXU.(,))=   ,   l/x.+y-*,„,+,,,,
/or some i > 0, a G S,

,0    otherwise.

Proof. If p.1 - A1 g X(T)+, then //'(ja1 - A1) = 0 for i > 0 by Kempfs vanish-

ing theorem. Hence by 3.1(1) taken relative to GnB < G and using 1.6(2) we have for

all/

ExfGnB(Ln(X),Ln(u)) = Ext'CBB(L(A°),L(.x0) ®/>V - A1))

= Ext'c(L(A0),L(M0)®//0(/,1-A1)(',)).

On the other hand if u1 - A1 G ^(T)+, then //°(ja1 - A1) = 0; the same reasoning

gives

E<B(UA), L„(p)) = Homc(L(X°),L(M0) 9 H1^1 - A1)<"))

= (HomcjL(A°), £(,«)) 9 H1^1 - *)<">) C/<\

This is clearly zero unless A0 = u°. Also by [2, Theorem 3.5] H\p} - A1)0 = 0 for

ju1 - A1 G -p'S and H^-p'a)0 = k for all i > 0, a G S. This proves the lemma.

3.3. Theorem. Lei A, p g X(T)+ w/'ía ju, generic. Assume that Xo + u°. 77ien /or

all w G. W we have

if E is a nontrivial G„B-extension of L„(w ■ A) by Ln(w ■ p.), then

H'<-W\G/G„B, E) is a nontrivial G-extension of L(XW) by L(pw).

Proof. Let w g W. Note first that (w ■ A)0 * (w ■ u)°. In fact, (w ■ X)° = (w ■ u)°

it and only if p"(X°w - ¡i°w) - w ■ u° - w ■ A0 - w(u° - Xo). As p°, A0 g *„(T) we

cannot have p° - Xo g p^T).

We claim that Ext^CL„(w • A), Qn(w ■ p)) = 0. As Qn(w ■ p) is injective for G„

we certainly have Ext^ {Ln{w ■ X),Qn(w ■ p)) = 0 and since (w ■ A)0 # (w • /i)°

we also have Homc (Ln(w ■ A), ô„(w • /i)) = 0. The claim therefore follows by

3.1(3) (relative to G„<GnB).
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The vanishing of this Ext-group implies that £ c Q„(w ■ p). As in the proof of

Theorem 2.2 we have H'(G/GnB, Ln(v)) = 0 for /' i= l(w) and Ln{v) a composition

factor of Q„(w ■ u). Hence the inclusion £ c Q„{w ■ p) gives rise to an inclusion

H'^(G/GnB,E) c H'^(G/G„B,Qn(w ■ a))

= ô„((w.1x)°)®//^)((wM)1)(">.

The latter has simple G-socle (namely L(aw)) and hence so has H'iw)(G/GnB, E).

Note finally that

H^(G/G„B,L„(wX)) = L(X»)

so that H'<W\G/G„B, E)/L(fiw) » L(XW).

Remark. By Lemma 3.2 the only G„£-extensions of I„(A) by I„(ju.) with A0 = u°

are those where A1 = u1 + p'a, i > 0, a g 5. These do not always give rise to

G-extensions. For if /x g X(T)+ is generic and £ is a G„/?-extension of the type

mentioned, then applying H°(G/GnB, -) we obtain the short exact sequence

0 - L(p°) 9 //Vf" "• H°(G/GnB, E) -> L(u°) 9 H^X1) '- 0

and by 3.1(3) relative to Gn<G and [5, Theorem 4.5] we have

Exty(L(p°) 9 H°(p})(n), L(M°) 8 HW) = Et^H0^), H^X1)).

If both A and p are generic (by the above this means A1 = ju1 + a for some a G S),

then p1, A1 G Q and hence both //°(A1) and H°(p1) are irreducible. Therefore

Ext1c(//°(p1), H°(X1)) = 0 and the sequence above splits.

3.4. Corollary. Let A, p g ^(T)+ wi/ä A0 # /i°. Then for all w g IF/or w/n'c/¡

A1 + w(px) lies in Cx far from the walls we have

Ext^^A0), IV) ® //»(^D c E<(I(A), I(M° + p^A1 + ^m1)))).

Proof. From Lemma 3.2 we know that

Ext^LtA0), L(u°) 9 H(p})(n)) = E<B(l(A°), L„(u)).

Of course this is also isomorphic to Ext^ B(î„( A0 + p"w~l ■ A1), Ln(u + p"w~l ■ A1))

and by Theorem 3.3 Hl(w\G/G„B, -) embeds this Ext-group into

Ext1c(L(A),L(/i°+p"(A1 + w(fi1))))-

Remark. In 3.6 we shall prove a result which gives an explanation for and a more

precise statement about the relation between the Ext-groups occurring in this

corollary. We leave to the reader the task of checking exactly what the condition

A1 + w(ul) being far from the walls of Cx shall mean. The corollary was the first

evidence we had for the result in Theorem 3.6 below.

3.5. Let A, ju. g Xn(T) and let £ be the G-module determined by £(,,) =

Ext^iLiX), L(p)).Then

Lemma. // v is a weight of E, then \{av, v)\ < 2{h - 1) for all a G R.

Proof. To see this let R be indecomposable. Recall that if v is a weight of £, then

A + p"v < 2(p" - l)p + w0(ju). Hence if w G W such that w{v) G X(T)+, then

max | (a", v) \ = max | (a", w(p)) \ = (ag, w(v))
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and by the above inequality we get (a"0, A) + p"(au0,w(v)) < 2(p" - \)(h - 1) +

(al¿,w0(p)) < 2(p" - l)(h - 1) and hence (al0,w(v)) < 2(h - 1).

3.6. Theorem. Let X g X(T)+ and suppose 2(h - 1) < (a", A1) < p - 2(h - 1)

for all a G R+. Then for all u G X(T)+ we have

(i) dim Ext^IiA0), I(/x°) ® H°(ulyn)) = [ExtxG (I(A0), L(ju°))* : L(plyn)},

(ii) dimExt^iliA), I(,i0 + p"(A + mV)))) = dimExt^LíA0), L(ju°))*v  for
all w when Xo ¥= u°. In particular the left-hand side is independent of w and of A1 (in

the prescribed region).

Proof, (i) If A0 = u°, then both sides are 0 by [5, Theorem 4.5]. So suppose

A0 # u°. Then by 3.1(3) (relative to G„<G) we have

Ext1c(I(A0),I(/)®/I0(M1)(")) = Homc/4Ext^I(A0),I(M0))^//0(/l1)(")).

Our assumption implies that p > 4(h - 1) so by [5, Proposition 5.5] we know that

ExtG (L(A°), L(p0)) is completely reducible and (i) follows.

To prove (ii) we first notice that

Ext1c(l(A),l(/t0+p«(A + w(/x1))))

= Homc/c<(lV)<B) 8 E<(L(A°), L(p»))*, L^1 + w^f).

Using Lemma 3.5 we see that L(X1yn) 9 ExtlGn(L(X°), L(u0))* = ®L(XX + vY"\

where the sum runs over all v for which p"v is a weight of Ext^ (I(A°), I(p0))*

and with I(AX + v){n) occurring with multiplicity equal to the multiplicity of p"v as

a weight of ExtG (I(A°), L(u0))*. Putting this together and using that the set of

weights of ExtG (I(A°), L(p0)) is IF-invariant we obtain (ii).

Remarks, (a) The proof shows that (i) holds for all X as long as p > 3(h — 1).

Note that (i) is a reformulation of [5, 5.5].

(b) In (ii) we have

Ext^LÍA0),!^0))^ - E<r(L(A°),î„(u.))

= Ext\T(L(X),L„(p+p"X1)).

(c) If we combine (i) and (ii) then we obtain another proof of Corollary 3.4. Note

also that in this way we see that equality holds in Corollary 3.4 if and only if p"p} is

a maximal weight in Ext^IiA0), L(ju°))*. For type A2 all dominant weights of

Ext^ (L(X°), L(ju°))* are maximal, while the same is true for type B2 except in some

cases for the zero weight.

4. Homomorphisms. In this section we study homomorphisms between cohomol-

ogy modules of the same degree corresponding to weights in adjacent alcoves. We

relate these maps to the natural homomorphisms considered in §2.

Throughout this section n = 1.

4.1. Let w g W, ß g S such that a = w~\ß) g R+. Let A g X(T) and assume

ap < (a", X + p) < (a + l)p. Set a = sa ■ X + apa.
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Lemma. Let A, w, a and ¡i be as above. Then uw = Xws°.

Proof. By definition, u° = pX°s + sa ■ Xo and ft1 = ¿„(A1) + aa - X°s. Hence u°w

= X°WSa-w(X°Jand

Mw =P(X1,„ - w.(A°J) +P»{K.) + ̂ - ■ *°

+p(sa(X1) + aa- A°a + w"1 .(-X°WJ + X«J

= A. + ™a • A0 + p(A +<«- («"A1»« + w"1 -(-A^J).

So we are done if we show that (a - (a", A1»«: + w~x ■ (-A0^) = saw~l ■ (-X°WSJ,

i.e. that (a",w'1(p — X°ws )) = (a", A1) - a. However, with the notation from 1.8

we have a = (a", A1) + «f and (a°,w-\p - KsJ) = (ß», p - A0^) = 1 + nt-
As nx_a = -nx - 1 we are done.

4.2. Let A, w, a and p be as in §4.1.

Proposition. Suppose X and u are both generic. Then there exists a unique ( up to

scalar) homomorphism

<#>: Hl(w)(w X)^ HKw)(w u).

Moreover, lm<j> = Hl(w)(Lß(w ■ u)) and chlm<j> = Ca(A). The composite

H«y)(y . x) TZlH'W(w ■ X) ^ H'^(w ■ p)

is nonzero if and only ify(a) G R+.

Proof. The uniqueness of </> follows immediately because by Lemma 4.1 and

2.4(2) we have

[///<w)(vvA):Soc///(h')("'-m)] = [H'(w)(wX):L(Xws°)\ = 1.

To see that  <p exists note first that we have a homomorphism of /^-modules

Hß(w ■ X) -» Hß(w ■ p) which gives rise to the two short exact sequences

0 - Lß(w • A) -» H°(w • A) - Lß(w ■ p) - 0,

0 - Lß(w ■ ft) - Hß°(w ■ p.) - Lß(w   (X - pa)) - 0.

From the proof of Proposition 2.5 we have that H'(Lß(w • A)) = H'(Lß(w ■ p)) -

H'(Lß(w ■ (X - pa))) = 0 for i * l(w) and hence by applying Hl(w\-) to (1) we

obtain a homomorphism

H'(w)(w X) ^ H'<w)(w ■ p)

whose image is  Ht{-w)(Lß(w ■ p.)). This establishes the existence of <£ and the

statement about its image (compare with the proof of Proposition 2.5 for the

computation of the character).

From Corollary 2.6 it follows that [C„(A) : L(Xw»y)] # 0 if and only if y(a) g R+.

Since Hd H'iy)(y ■ X) = L(Xw°y) this gives the last statement.

4.3. In the setup of §4.2 we also have a homomorphism Hß(sßw ■ p) -» Hßl(sßw • A)

and by similar reasoning this gives rise to a homomorphism (unique up to scalar)

</>': H'^) + l(sßw ■ p) -* H«w) + 1(sßw • A)

with Im<i> = Hl(w)(Lß(w ■ ju)) and ch Im<i>' = Ca(A).
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Combining this with Propositions 2.5 and 4.2 we obtain the "exact square":

H'«'w)(sßw ■ X)      -X     H«w)(w-X)

(1) *'T I*

H'W(spW-ii)      ¿      H'^(w-p)

More generally if we set A, = A - ipa, p¡ = p - ipa for i = 1,2,..., r and

assume that these are all generic, then we can put together the resulting "exact

squares" into an "exact rectangle":

Hl(sßw)(sßw ■ X)      -*     Hl(w)(w-X)

Î I
H'(sew)(sßw ■ p) Hl{w)(w-p)

Î I
H«sßw)(sßw ■ Xj JY/(w>(w Aj)

(2) î 1

H'<''w)(sßw ■ p-i)              H'(*>(w •/»J

T I

î 1
H'<sßw)(sßw ■ /i,)     «-     H'(w)(w-fir)

4.4. In the case where w = 1 the existence and uniqueness of a homomorphism <£:

//°(A) -• H°(sß ■ X + apß) is clear for all A G X(T)+ and ß G S with 0 < ap <

(j8", A) < (a + l)p - 1. In this case it is shown (by different methods and under

somewhat different conditions on A) in [3, Proposition 4.3] and [12, Satz 3.12] that

chlm<i> = Cß(X). If we examine the proof of Proposition 4.2 we see that the

condition we need on A when w = 1 is only that H'(sß • A) = 0 for i > 1. Unfor-

tunately, no general criterion which ensures this is available.

If we consider the case a = 1 where we have Lß(sß ■ X + apß) = Hß(sß ■ X + apß)

our method gives the exact sequence

(1) 0-//°(5i8-A + p/3)^//1(^-A)-//0(A)

-^H°(sß-X + pß)^H2(sß-X)^0.

The rank 2 cases give examples where H2(sß ■ X) ¥= 0 and in these cases the

equality ch Im<f> = C^(A) is therefore not valid.

Let us mention that the sequence (1) can be used in combination with Jantzen's

work in [12, 6.3] to analyse the head of H°(X). One immediate consequence of (1) is

If in the above situation H2(sR ■ X) = 0,(2) v ß

then Hd(H°(sß ■ X + pß)) c Hd H°(X).

Of course it also follows from (1) that Hd(H2(sß ■ A)) c Hd H°(sß ■ A + pß).
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4.5. Let A, w, a and p be as in 4.1. Writing Zß = Ind^'ß we have a (unique up to

scalar) P^ß-homomorphism

<¡y Zß(w ■ X) -* Zß(w ■ p).

It is easy to see that

(1) ch(lmfy) =   E (chZ^(w • ju. - mpß) - c\\Zß(w ■ X -(m + l)pß)).
m»0

Inducing further from PßlB to GXB we obtain a G ̂ -homomorphism

4>: Zj(h'-A) —y Zx(w ■ p)

and since this induction is exact we get from (1)

(2) chlm<i> =   E (ch¿V ' f4 ~ mPß) ~ chZ^w • A -(m + l)pß)).
m»0

For each composition factor ¿¡(r) of Im ci it is clear that

[Z,(w ■ p - mpß):Ll(v)} = [Zx(w ■ X - mpß):Lx(v)] = 0    for m » 0,

so that (2) does in fact give a finite formula for the composition factors of Im<i>.

Inducing still further from GXB to G we obtain a G-homomorphism

<i>: Hl(w)(w- X) ^ H'(w)(w ■ p)

and for A and p generic one can argue as in [12, 3.10-3.12] to get the statement in

Proposition 4.2 about the character of the image of <p:

(3) chlm<i. = Ca(X).
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